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A Genre-Based Approach to Teaching
Anecdotes in EFL
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“Swimming Through Fear” is a typical example of a reading text from a Chinese
university course book for students of English. This article first draws on three
interconnected sources to analyse this text and understand its nature: genre
study in Systemic Functional Linguistics; the generic structure of anecdotes
(Salmaso, 2017); and the analytical strategy of Appraisal in narrative expounded
by Macken-Horarik (2003a). The analysis shows how the Appraisal resources in
“Swimming Through Fear” are deployed to construe the author’s intended evaluation for its specific purpose as anecdote, with a “top-down and across”
analysing procedure from the culture-related generic structure to the linguistic
features (Gardner, 2017, p. 482). This article then applies a genre-based
approach to teaching anecdotes in EFL classrooms. The aim of this project is to
raise the awareness of genre study in EFL teaching to enhance students’ reading
ability and the essential role of the Appraisal system in realizing anecdotes as a
distinctive instance of the narrative genre.
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The fact that College English in China is still treated predominantly as a
compulsory subject for exam-driven goal results in students’ low reading
ability, which can be evidenced in their final exam scores, and in
particular, the much lower marks in Reading Comprehension as language
in use in contrast with the higher marks in other parts, like Vocabulary
and Structure. As passing exams is vital for them, students invest a great
deal of time memorizing module-related words and sentences in English
in order to earn marks related to vocabulary. Such vocabulary-focused

